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ABSTRACT 

The radiofreq'uency paragm.agnetic - re sonance m.ethod was used 

to observe the exchange collisions between th-e Xe ionic ground state 

2P3/2 and the neutral metastable state 3 P2o The ionic ground-state and 

m.etastable-state atom.s are both form.ed and aligned by unidirectional 

low-energy high-flux electron-beam. im.pact. The m.agnetic resonance of 

the ionic ground-state atom.s was observed by m.onitoring changes in the 

transparency of the resonance radiation absorbed by the m.etastable-state 

atom.s. 

The experim.ent is described in detail; along with a possible 

process for observing this resonance. Phenom.enological theories are 

presented which m.ay explain the sign of the m.agnetic resonance signal 

of the ionic ground state com.pared with the m.etastable m.agnetic resonance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

AtOD1S excited by unidirectional electron beams are, in general, 

. . 1. 
ahgned. . For excited states that decay by spontaneous emission of 

light, resonance radiations are therefore partially polarized. Magnetic 

resonances of excited states that cause alignment reduction change the 

polarization ratio of the emitted light. By this method, various prop-

erties of the excited states such as fine-structure separations, hyperfine

structure separations, gJ' gF' and lifetimes have been measured. 2 

For metastable states formed and aligned by electron-impact 

excitation,. atomic properties similar to those of the radiative excited 

states can be measured by monitoring the change in transparency of the 

:reSO:1ance radiations absorbed by the metastable-state atoms. 3 Recently 

we reported that the ionic ground st.ate of xe+(2P3/ Z} atoms, which is 

difficult to observe, can be studied optically by this metastable-state 

resona:'J.ce-absorption method through collision-induced coupling with 

oj. .' 1 oj. , t' 4 I ;.h' t' , '1 d me~as:ao e-s~ace a oms. n ~ 1S paper, we presen more a.e~a1 e 

information on experimental apparatus and improved theories that may 

ciescribe the processes more accurately. 

A high-fl'lL'>:, low-energy, unidirectional electron beam was 

prod'L:ced by a space -charge-neutralization technique 4 using low-pressure 

. Xe gas as a source of ions to neutralize the electron space charge. By 

tnis method, aligned ionic ground-state atoms of relatively high density, 

as well as metastable-state atoms, are formed. In a steady-state con

T Z 
dition, a certain population equilibrium results for Xe ( p"'/?) and 

,:) ... 
? 

Xe(.J pZ) m.agnetic sublevels due to align...-nent by electron impact and 

·1 
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through subsequent spin-orbit coupling ionic g:::-ound-state--::-metastable-

state collisions, collisions with the ground state of odd Xe isotopes, 

and the spin-lattice relaxation dt,le to collision with walls, foreign gas 

atoms, and plasma discharge products . However, we may' consider 

only the contribution to steady-state conditions that is due to the ionic 

ground-state--rn:etastable-statecollisions, since we can ,set our equip-

ment to be sensitive to only this process, while all other processes 

appear as' s.hortening of the spin-lattice relaxation time. 

The magnetic resonance, of the ionic ground state,' at a sufficient 

rf power to equalize the population distribution, causes equilibrium 

population redistribution of the metastable state through subsequent 

exchange collisions to differ from cases in which no rf resonance field 

.l-

for Xe' is applied. Thus t,he changes in transparency of the resonance 

radiations absprbed by the ,metastable state' allow us to observe rf' 
< 

resonance of the ionic ground state., The;ionic-ground-stateresona'nce 

signal',i's'compar,edwith the 'magnetic resonanc,e signal of the metastable 

state. 

II. ALIGNMENT OF EXCITED STATES 

An elementar.y consideration of the process of electron-impacf 

excitation demonstrates the principle behind the selective excitation of 

magnetic sublevels. 
, "1 

In the Xe atom, the grqund state has a So con-

figuration. Therefore, the initial level of the atom has zero orbital 

angular. momentum (we assume m~clear spin is zero). The anisotropic 

excitation of excited states is based on the cylindrical symmetry that 

exists about the electron-beam axis. 



• ; , 
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Let us assume that in an inelastic collision the total spin and 

total angular momentum are separately conserved. Assume the ang1.:1ar 

momentum of the incident electron to be zero. Then the angular mo-

mentum of the electron, after exciting ML of the excited level, must 

be equal to -11M. If the incident electron possesses just enough energy 
A 

to excite the atom from the .lo SO ground state to the excited state, then 

-11M must equal zero since the velocity of the electron after collision is 

zero. Therefore, the excited state of the atom is expected to be in the 

M
L

= O. At the higher ,energy, using the Born approximation and ne-

, glecting electron spin, we can write 

S
,-. , \2 

(j (B)dw 0: 1 \ V(r,R) ~xp{i(k n 1 - k:20) ·R} IjJ (r}1jJ (r)drdR I dw, mn J -- ,mn- ~ - n_m ___ ' 

(1) 

where kiinO and k l1ri1 , are the linear momentum of the electron before ,_ mn _ ' 

and after the impact" ljJm andljJn are the initial- and final-state wave 

functio~s and V(r, R}is the Coulomb-interaction energy. 5 By choosing 
H#o H'A. . • 

K = k n 1 .. knO as the axis of quantization, we see that the ML = 0 _ mn- -

state is the only state we can expect to be excited, corresponding 

physically to the inability of the incident electron, whose momentum 

loss is along!5, to exert a torque on the atomic electron about his axis.
6 

, For high energies, ~ 1 isperpendicular~o k::,O sinc'e I kmn::1 1'; I, k::,O I·' 
Therefo.re, sho.uld the excitedsta~e be the. nPstate; the state produced is given 1:: 

~i) (?, Tr/2, 0) 10) = (2)1/2 [ 11) + I -1)], and hence ~L = 1 and·-1 states are 

produced by high-energy electro'n impact. 

To treat the problem mo're rigorously is extremely complex 

slnce we must consider electron exchange, spin-orbit, and hyperfine 
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interactions. Recently, Percival and Seaton have carried out more 

rigorous calculations, including the above-mentioned interaction. 8 

Since the success·of our experiment is based only on the ex-

. istenceof t~e population differences between magnetic sublevels, no 

detailed knowledge of the process of the excitation is needed. However, 

it is necessary to ~btaina high density of aligned ionic ground-state and 
, . . 

m,etastable-state atoms so that the effect is observable. This requires 

high-flux, unidirectio.nalelectron beams, :as well as Ipw:-energyg·ifwe are 

also. to. 'approximately satisfy the L'1reshold-energy. condition. 

III. THEORY 

. The r~levant energy-level diagram 'is shown in Fig. 1. By 

electron-impact ~xcitation, the magnetic ~ublevels of X~ + (2p 3/2)'and 
. 3 . . 

Xe( P 2) are selectively excited. By electron impact, the magnetic 
, . . + 2 . ..' . 3 .' . 

suuleve~smJ = =1/2 of Xe ( P 3/ 2) and m J = = 1 and 0 of Xe(P2) should 

be selectively excited at the' energy of the corresponding threshold energy 

of excitation. However, since we expect no threshold-energy condition 

to be rigorously satisfied, we assi'gnth.e.production rates a., [3, andy for 

the magnetic sublevels. In
J 

= ±2, ±1, and 0 of Xe(3 p2 ). Similarly, we 

assign the production rate 0. 1 and 

rriJ = ±3/2 and ±1/2 of Xe +(2P3/2)' 

[31 for .th~ magnetic subleveLs" 

Since the electron-impact excitation 

aligns only the excited atoms, the production rateior m
J 

is the same 

for .-mJ . 

The metastable-state and ionic ground-state spin;..relaxation 

times TR and T r represent the process that tends to cause the magnetic 

sublevel population to reach its thermal-equilibrium distribution by 
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collisior..s with 'cne container wall, electrocles, and impurities, etc. ex-

clud.ing the process involving interaction with metastable ionic ground-

sta".:e colli·sions. 

Couplir.gs between the metastable-state atoms and the ionic 

grounc.-state atom magnetic sublevels are induced through collisions. 

Equili-oJ::ilum oetween tile two systems is established in the characteristic 

time 7 2 :::::: 1/O"vN fo::, the ionic ground state, and 71 ~ 1/O"vn for the 

:r;:letasta1:3le state, where 0", v, N, and n are respectively the tota1-

exchange c:ross section (spin exchange and spin exchange associated 

with charge exchange). relative velocity, metastable-state atom density, 

and ionic ground-state atom density: 

In addition to ionic ground-state--metastable~state collisions, we 

should cO:-lside::' the exchange collisions with 1S0 isotopic atoms whose 

r.uclea::, spins are not zero as well as collisions of atoms having the 

sape configu::'ation. For a si:r;:lplicity, V{e include such proces s es in 

We further as sume that, due to collisio:1.s between 

3 
and Xe( P2)' the angula::, momentum cha:1.ges at most one 

unit per collision. 

Let N 2 , N 1 , N O,N_ 1, and N_2 be the populatIon densities of the 

magr.etic sublevels of Xe(3 p2 ) corresponding to M
J 

= 2, 1, 0, -1, and 

-?. Sim.ilarly, let n 3/ 2 , n 1/ 2 , n_1/2' and n_ 3/ 2 be the population 

densities of the magnetic sublevels of. Xe +(2 P3/2) corresponding to 

M J = 3/2, 1/2, -1/2, and -3/2. From these assumptions, "ve construct 

the following rate equations: 

I 

, z: N,W'2 
J J 

(2) 
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dN 
o _ ,~l NT ~xr -I- ")'IN "T 1 N '[N~ n 'N, n N ]'" dt- - - ~ 1 '0 I'V OJ , "-' 1 j VI jO- T 1 0+ '{ - v(J 1 12 T -1"2 - 1 Qn " 

dN -1 
----cIt 

dN ' 
-2 

cit 

N 

and 

n 

, where 

I I' A' , " 

= - ~ N",W 1'+ 2:, N.W. A-":' N /.+f3-ver[-N 1n + N 2(P., -n3/ 2) 
, -1. - J J J-.L 7"-1 ',- -

= 

+2 

= I N. 
J 

j::: -2 

3/2 

= ), n. 
J 

j ;-:'3/2 

I 
2: denotes the summation with W., 

JJ 

,+ NO ~J ' 

(7) 

( 8) 

to be avoided, N the total 

rn,etastable-state density, n the total ionic ground-state density, 7" the 

relaxation rate to other configuration states (such as the iSO, ground' 
/. 

state and the neighboring Ip-1 state 't...'1at decays to the ground state by 

spontaneous emission of light), W" the spin-relaxation rates between 
1J , 

(4) 

magnetic sublevels i and j (similar to the spin-lattice relaxation rate 

commonly used in solid-state physics 7), v the relative velocity between 

Xe(3 p2) and xe+(2P3/2.)' and (J the exchange-collision cross section. 

For simplicity we as sume a' uniform ,relaxation rate, and write W = W if 
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\\lnelOe :,. :::.r:c. J ::."-'::1 from -2 to +2, with VI .. = O. Then, in a steady 
JJ 

state, \ve ha"'ve 

""l'.r ,";\.T ,";\T '";\T ' N 
- -:;:1'\2' l"A '~"O'l' A 'J. 2 1 -1-

N? 
= --- -~ - v~ 'LON :.:.: N2 (n, -,n3/ 2) J 

V/T VI VI 1 2' , (9) 

N 2 -4N,,-;-N
O

+N /. +N 2 
1 -1-

(10) 

( 12) 

and 

N2 + N:J. -;- NO -;- N_1 - 4N_2 = ~lT N_2 - -W - v.::_ [N_ 1 ~ - N_2 (n-n3 / 2 l ]. 

(13) 

Adding Eqs. (9), (10), (11), (12), and (13) gives us 

N2 -;- N.., + NO + N A + N 2 = T(20. + 23 + v) = N , 
1 - J. - ,. 

( 14) 

satisfying the conservation of particles. Subtracting each of the above 

, five equations from Eq. (14) and noting that N" = N A and N2 = N 2' \ve 
J. - J. -

have 

-5N N 
1 

N a. .1. vO" i"n N 
~(n~n3/2)N21 ' (15 ) = - WT + -LZ 1'1 2 2 W' w" , 

SN N 
1 

.1. P va r 

(n - n 3/ 2 )N2 -;- n N ] ( 16) = - WT N , W + -L-'''N .1. 1 1 V' "~1 A I 2· 0 ' ,r ..I. 

and 

,,5No N 
1 

NO 
v vO" 

r ""'N nNO
] • ( 1 7) = - WT + W + VI LJ.·J. A -

J. 
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Solving Eqs. (15), (16), and (17) we get 

Nt a. N V(J' 

N 
-W 

" 1 W N, , ( 18) 1 2 = 1 
1" "2 V(J' 1 + V(J' 1 

N = 1 

and 

5 + WT + W (n-n3/ 2) 5 +--W7 W (n~n3/2) 

( 
I i3 
\ (N + W) + 
l 

" 2 2' 2.2 • 
n(n_~~)v_(J'_' , n 2 v_(J'_2_ 1 

, n V(J' , 1 ' , W 2 1 W ~' ' 
+ -'--w - -2 .:. 1 V(J' ( ) - -, 2 ,"1 nv(J' , 

::> tWT + W n-n3 / 2 5 + -W-7 + -W- J 

(. "1 
) '" 
1::> + W7 

l 
( 19) 

N+ :i 
nv(J' 

W· -W 
N = + N

1
, -(20) 

0 5 + 1. , nvCT 5 + 1 + DVCT 
--+ -- W7 vr W7 W 

'III. A. l\flAGNETIC RES()NA~CE OF 3P2 METASTABLE STATE , 

We"shall first calculate the magnetic resonance signal of ?P2 

metastable state'. F'or the sake of simplicity, we shall neglect the ,con- , ' 

" tribution from exchange collisions. 
, , 

Table I shows the relative absorption probabilities for linearly 

polarized light co;responding to 3PZ - 3S1 electric-~ipole transitions. 

'When the electron-beam axis i~ parallel to the externally applied mag':" 

netic field HO and the os cillating :d magnetic field perpendicular to it,' 

the change of absorption 6f the incident resonance polarized linearly 
, '3' ' 

parallel to HO due to the magnetic resonance of the P 2 metastable state is 

" ,.., 4 1 
signal II a: 8(.6.NO) + (2)(6) (.6.N1) = - j ('1+ [3- 2a) W (21) 

where 
,
N+ y[3{, 

.6.N (N) '(N ) , ..' "'"" N 
" 1'= 1 rf resonance -' 1 steadystate=,'5""-s-,J.. 1 t,nv(J' 

I W7 -W-' 
,.., 1 ' 
- T5W, (2e< + y - 3(3), (22) 

. ,: 

. 
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N", y 
N' 1 T \~T 

~N = (N ) - (N ) ~ l- ___ -;-___ ---
0- 0 rf resonance 0 steady state 5 ~ 1', nveJ 

::>+W,/Ty;r 

- 1 . 
= 2 5 W (2a + 2 f3 - 4y) , (23 ) 

if we neglect the term. that arises from. collisions. When the incident 

li::1.early polarized resonance radiation is polarized perpendicular to H O' 

the cha::1.ge of the absorption is given by 

2 . 
= "Z5VV (7y + 4(3 -1.1a), (24) 

since 

N + a 
~N = (N ) _ (N ') . ~N _ W 

. 2- "2 rf resonance Z steady state 5 5' 1. , veJ ( ) 
T -w T '-\"' ::1.-n3/ 2 . '/ ~ . 

'':' 1 
=25W(2(3+y-3a). (25) 

III. B. MAGNETIC RESONANCE OF Xe+(2p3 / Z) 

Since the energy of the incident electron we used is, only about 

3 ele ctron volts above the thr~shold e::1.ergy of excitation for the 3 p 2 

state, we expect y and (3) a. Therefore, we see from. Eq. (21.) and (24) 

that the absorptio::1. of the linearly polarized light parallel to the m.agnetic 
., 

field decreases, as the m.agnetic.resona::1.ce condition for J P2 is satisfied 

and in the case of the linearly polarized light being perpendicular to the 

magnetic field, the resonance absorption increases. 

For the m.agnetic resonance of xe-i-(2P3/2)' we find n 3/ Z = n/4, if 

the os cillating rf magnetic field is sufficiently stro::1.g. Then, from. Eqs. 

(18), (19), and (20) we get 

~NZ= (N 2 ) '" n 
a~ ::1.3 / 2 = 4 

- (N r .... 
2 steady state 

N ' a 
1 .. W 1. 

" -,.,- ( 4 n-n"/2) 
( 5 + --,::. ") " :; 
. WT 

veJ 2 2 W + O(v eJ ), (26 ) 
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~N1== (N,)_, __ n -(N,) 'd 
1 at I.13/ Z = 4 ' 1 stea y state 

N
et 

,+ VI I, "z 2 
---:-1--"2;-- (i n - n 3/ 2 ) +O(v 0" ),' 

(S+WT) 
= (27) 

and 

, 'N' 2 Z'N 
.6.NO == (NO) .. _ _ n - (NO) t d "-.. = 0 + O(v 0" ) = O. 

a~ i13/ 2 - 4 s ea y s~a~e , , 
, (Z8) 

!, , 2 ' 
'TherefoFe, the signal strengths ofXe't':( ~3/2) ionic ground,.state reso,:", 

n2.nces are given (to the first order of O"v),by 

= - 12 - (29) 

(30) 

'T" > / .I. nus, the sign of the signal depends on n 3/ 2 < n 4. 

~ . -. , . 1 ' f X +(ZP ) It lS 1nterestlng to compare tne slgna strengtn 0 e 3/2 

3 
and Xe( P

Z
)' Taking the ratio between Eq. (Z9) and Eq. (21), we can 

write 
,? ' 

. 1 'X T(~,=, )1 
S 1 g na Ii L '- e -'- 3/ Z I J 

5 ' O"~al ;x=>(3 D )] .l.';" i1 ~ <;:; -'- 2 

3 ~, 
--=-(in-n?/2) NVO" 
:) ~ oJ 

= (31) , 
('I + i3 + 2et) 

1 .1 
- nT v(J,.::::: -'1'" '8 ", ,':LU T' 

since we expe ct p, c:: v/2 ... t--' , , 

, ,11 3 
et ::::: 0; n::::: 1 0 ' a to m s / c C, 'I c:: 1 0 - sec, 

, 5 " -13 Z 
V c:: 1 0 em/ sec, ,and (J ::::: 1 0 cm. , ' 
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IV. EXPERLi\flENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Production of a High-Flux Electron Beam 

In order to obtain a detectable signal, the following conditions 

. • , • 1 . . shou ... G. De rnet. 

(1.) The electron bearn should be unidirectional; the refore, gas 

pressure should be low to avoid rnultiple scattering of the electron beam. 

(2) The electron-beam current density should be high. 

The n1.axirnurn electron current that can flow frorn a "hot" cathode 

to an anode in high vacuurn is limited by the space charge of the electron,. 

so that the current under such conditions is too small to produce a suf-

iicient concentration of atoms in the rnetastable and ionic ground states. 

However, froITl Langmuir: s theory 9 of space -charge -neutralized electron 

flow, we know that if even a small aITlount of gas is present and the 

applied voltage is higher than the ionization potential, the positive ions 

fOl'ITled tend to neutralize the electron space charge, and thus allow the 

current to in"Crease uhtil it is liITlited only by the electron eITlission of 

the cathode, which depends upon the cathode ten1.perature. Under con-

ciitio:;:1s of space -charge neutralization, the" cathode is surrounded by the 

ion sheath, and the rest of the voluITle is filled by a nearly field-free 

plasITla. The voltage difference between the cayaode and anode is con-

centrated between the cathode and ion sheath, so that the electrons 

receive most of their acceleration between the cathode and sheath, and 

enter the relatively field-free plasma perpendicular to the cathode surface. 

Thus, by the space-charge neutralization rnethod, the requireme:'lt 

of unidirectional high-electron current can be satisfied. Since the very 

ions that space -charge""neutralize ar"e forITled by:unidirectional electron 
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impact, we expect selective excitation of • Zeeman magnetic sublevels 

just as the magnetic sublevels of the neutral metastable state atoms are 

selectively excited. 

B. Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus is almost identical to that used in . 

our previous Ne metastable -state experiment, 3 with siight imprpve

ments in optical arrangement and the electronic detection system. 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the experimental arrangement. 

Resonance-absorption light is split into two beams, polarized 

parallel and pe rpendicular to each othe r,· and is detected by RCA 7102 

photomultiplier tubes. The difference of the output voltages from the 

two photomultipl!er tubes is fed into the differential input oia PAR low.,.. 

noise amplifier.' powered by mercury batteries. The difference of two· 

photomultiplier output voltages is used mainly to reduce the effect due 

to l~ght fluctuation of the lamp and thus avoid saturation of the pre

amplifier. To eliminate the inhomogeneous magnetic field generated 

by the indirect heater for the cathode of the electron gun, the heater 

current is turned on and off at 50 Hz, and the signal from the preampli

fier is detected only wht:m n.0 heater ,current is flowing into the heater 

wire. 
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The radio frequency is amplitude -modulated at an audio frequency 

of abou: 550 Hz, and the amplitude-detection lnethod is used with a phase-

seI'Lsitive detector. However, the exchange-collision signals were 

'coo small to be. observed by thephase-sensifive . detector 

alone, so a digital integrator system was incorporated: This enabled 

us to sweep over the resonance curve several times, adding the successive 

l'esonance curves until the signal-to-noise ratio was sufficiently high. 7 

The electron tube is a simple diode structure consisting of a 

3/4-L.J.. -ciam, indire-ctly heated Phillips cathode and an anode made of 

a 3 5-mil thick, i-in. -diam Ta disc,spot-weldecl to a tungsten rod which 

extends through the Pyrex tube envelope. Cathode-anode separation is 

2 cm. The electron tube was carefully processed by baking at 4000 C for 

about 8 h before and after cathode activation under a vacuum pressure 

-9 
of about 3X10 mm of Hg. All electrodes were rf-bombarded at about 

500 0 C for about 2 h. After activation, . the heat-shielded cathode was 

. operated at 1050 0 C with a heater input power of SOW. The bifila.-wound 

iI'Ldire ct-heating element was constructed of a 20 -mil tungsten wire 

coated with Alundum (A1
2

0
3

) by the cataphoresis process. 

After tube activation, reagent-type Xe gas was introduced into 

the tube, which was then operated for a few hours. It was flushed 

several times, saturating the electrodes with Xe gas to minimize the 

ion-pumping effect. After several flushings, Xe gas at the desired 

pressure was introduced into the tube and the tube was s-ealed off. 

Ordinarily, the tube can be ope rated almost continuously-for several 

months without any noticeC\-ble sign of deterioration. Using the Phillips 

cathode, we found.it possible to expose the tube. to the air for short 
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periods without any noticeable sign of a drop in emission. ' Although a 

, complete reactivation cycle, of the tube is neces sary afte r each exposure 

to the air, the same sealed-off electron"tube can be' reopened to change 

the gas pre s sure. 

An electrodeless discharge of Xe gas was used as a resonance

radia ti,cn light source. ' A quartz tube (8 mm i. d. and 10 cm long), filled 

with Xe at a pres sure of about 0.9 mm of Hg, was placep, in a coaxial 

resonance cavity driven by a diathermy microwave 'generator at about 

2450 MHz. Maximum. power output of the microwave generator used is 

about 100W. Although light intensity was high at maximum power output, 

H was necessary to operate at lowe'r power in order to prevent melting 

of the quartz tubing by the heat generated by the discharge. BecaUSe of 

the relatively 'hard driving of the discharge, the lamp usually lasted 

only about 150 hours. Frequent replacements of the lamp were required 

'although considerable care was taken in making the lamp by heating the 

quartz tubing to about 1000° C, as well as rf-discharging it while it was 

connected to the pump station during several Xe gas flushings. The 

reason for this may be that the temperature of the sealed-off lamp under 

the microwave discharge in the cavity was higher than the temperature 

it reached during its processing in the pump station, so that further 

ourgassing of the quartz tubing took place, while He gas diffus'ed into 

the tube. Since the gas -filled tube is very simple to construct, we made 

no further improvement on the lamp. 

The resonance radiation at 8409 A, corresponding to. the 3S '1-3P2 

transition,' was filtered by a narrow-band interfe:rence filter at about 

35% transmission with a bandwidth of 15 A. Two RCA 7102 photomulti

plier tubes were used for light detection. No liquid-'nitrogen cooling 
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was used, although we believe this would be desirable since the time-

averaging system we used can overcome the tube-noise problem. 

V. EXPERIWLENTAL RESULTS 

Figures 3 and 4 show the optical absorption of the cell or a 

function of the applied magnetic field, with about 8 hours of time-

averaging. The magnetic -field value was calibrated from a metastable-

state res,onance of the even isotope of Xe whose gJ value is known from 

the atomic-beam magnetic resonance
10 to be 1..50089±0.00006. The 

identification of Xe + (2P3/2) magnetic resonance is made by noting its 

resonance positions corresponding to the calculated value of g ~ with 
. J 

respect to the gJ and gF values of the metastable state of even and odd 

isotopes of Xe. The signals shown i:::l Fig. 3 are correlated with reso-

. ..' X (3 D ) d X +(20 ).. .. . oj. ~h nanCeSlnL.ne e --2 an e --3/2 sL.ateoJ.evenlso~opes. l.ese 

signals were observed by a single photomultiplier tube, instead of the 

two shown in Fig. 2, in order to check our prediction of the signals ac-
. 

cording to Eq. (21) and (24). It \vas .found thaLthe,. obs erved signals were 

i::1 complete.agreement with .. our prediction. Figure 4 shows the magnetic 

resonances, at a higher rf power level than tha-:: shov/n in Fig. 3, of odd 

. J:X 12 9(3 0 ) X 131(3 p ),' fX +(2p ) lsotopes O.L e -- 2' e . 2 ana even lsotopes 0 e 3/2 

showi::1g a power dip, in addition to a resonance corresponding to 

g = 1.2530 ± 0.0040 that is not yet ide::1tified. Measured values of 

X 129 (3 p \ ., J 
e 2' wltn = 2, 1=1/2, F = 5/2 and Xe 131 (3 P2 ) with J = 2, 

I = 3/2, and F = 3/2 are both 1.2007 ± 0.OOL1. Figure 5 shows a magnetic 

resonance corresponding to gF = 1.7986 ± 0.0023, which belongs to Xe 129 

.... ,"t:;"' '='/2 W1L.n ... =.J • 
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" 

It is interesting that the relative signs of its signal between 
, , 

X~(3p2) a~d Xe +(2P3/2) are opposite each other. From Eqs. (21). (25), 

(29), and (30), we conclude that n
3

/ 2 is greater than n/4. We believe 

some detailed theoretical calculation is necessary to find a possible 

Tcason for this. 

VI., CONCLUSION 

'Using relatively simple apparatus, we have readily observed the 

ionic groUJ.'l.d ~tate, which is very difficult to obs'erve by more conven

tional methods. Our'method should work with a variety of easily 

vapoTized atoms' given the value J is' greater 'than1/2 fo~ L'-1.e ioni~ ground 

state. An additional advantage over the conventional spin-exchange 

'method is that we need only one collision to observe rf resonance, while 

the older method demands at least two, thus requirix:grelatively lor:g 

spin-relaxation times of colliding species or higher pressure. 

At present we are performing an experiment to identify the state 

that corresponds tog = 1.2532 ± 0.0004 by observing emission lines from 

the cell. We believe that the' signal is due to cascading from,the long-

lived excited state that decays to the short lived intermediate state by 

emitting infrared light, and that it decays' to the metastable state via 

the short-lived intermediate state while maintaining its initial alignment 

because of electron-impact excitation. 

:.1 

Weare also constructing an apparatus that should enable us to 

observe directly the resonance absorptio~of ultraviolet light by Xe + (2P3/2) 

+ 2 ' 
to prove that the effect we have observed is due to Xe ( ~3/2) beyond 

any doubt. 

,'; 
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Table I. Relative ab~orption probabilities between 

3 "I f' 3S Hiagnetic sliolevels M J of P 2 ana M J o~ 1. of Xe. 

Polarized light parallel to electron-beam direction 

"'-.M_ 2 i 0 -1. -2 
l~ M
J 

I 1 
1 ~ 0 0 0 0 I iO 

0 ) 0 0 
2 

0 0 , 15 1 
i 1. 

-1 i 0 0 0 0 ! iO 

Polarized light pe rpendicular to electron-beam direction 

'r,MJ 
2 1. 0 -i -2 

M_"'( 
J j 

1. I i 
0 

i 
0 0 

! TO bO 
I 
I 1. 1 

0 
I 

0 0 0 ! z:o 70 
A 0 0 

1 
0 

1 
- .l. b6 iO 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. '1. .Relevant energylevel diagram 

Fig. '2. Block diagram of the experim.enta~ apparatus 
, " 

.., '3 ", -I- 2 
.). ,Magnetic resonance ofXe( P2)and Xe'( P

3
/ 2 ) using a 

single ph,otornultiplier tube with an rf frequency of 5.085 MH , z 

Fig. 4. Magnetic resonance of'~e129(3P2)~ Xe131(3P2) corresponding 

to F = 5/2,' J = 2" I ::: 1/2 and F - 3/2, J - 2, I = 1/3 respectively, 
, , 

, ' ,-I- 2' ," , , , 
and even Xe '( p 3/2) as well as the resonance of the state, not 

yet identified, with rf frequency of 9.2498 MHz 

~ig. 
. ' 131 3 

5. Magnetlc resonance of Xe (P2) with F = 3/2, J' = 2, I = 3/2 ' 

with rf frequency of 13.60843 MHz 
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